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7s DE- (from, down, away, to the opposite, reverse, against) 

DEAIRED ADDEEIR DEAIR, to remove air from [v] 

DEALATE AADEELT insect divested of its wings [n -S] 

DEALIGN ADEGILN to withdraw allegiance to political party [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEBARKS ABDEKRS DEBARK, to unload from ship [v] 

DEBASED ABDDEES DEBASE, to lower in character, quality, or value [v] 

DEBASER ABDEERS one that debases (to lower in character, quality, or value) [n -S] 

DEBASES ABDEESS DEBASE, to lower in character, quality, or value [v] 

DEBATED ABDDEET DEBATE, to argue about [v] 

DEBATER ABDEERT one that debates (to argue about) [n -S] 

DEBATES ABDEEST DEBATE, to argue about [v] 

DEBAUCH ABCDEHU to corrupt (to subvert honesty or integrity of) [v -D, -ING, -S] 

DEBEAKS ABDEEKS DEBEAK, to remove tip of upper beak of [v] 

DEBEARD ABDDEER to remove filaments from mussel [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEBONED BDDEENO DEBONE, to remove bones from [v] 

DEBONER BDEENOR DEBONER, bone remover [n] 

DEBONES BDEENOS DEBONE, to remove bones from [v] 

DEBRIDE BDDEEIR to remove dead tissue surgically [v -D, -DING, -S] 

DEBRIEF BDEEFIR to question after mission [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEBUNKS BDEKNSU DEBUNK, to expose sham or falseness of [v] 

DEBURRS BDERRSU DEBURR, to remove rough edges from [v] 

DECAMPS ACDEMPS DECAMP, to depart from camping ground [v] 

DECANTS ACDENST DECANT, to pour from one container into another [v] 

DECAYED ACDDEEY DECAY, to decompose [v] 

DECAYER ACDEERSY one that decays (to decompose) [n -S] 

DECEASE ACDEEES to die (to cut with die (device for shaping material)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DECEITS CDEEIST DECEIT, act of deceiving (to mislead by falsehood) [n] 

DECEIVE CDEEEIV to mislead by falsehood [v -D, -VING, -S] 

DECIDED CDDDEEI DECIDE, to make choice or judgment [v] 

DECIDER CDEEIRS one that decides (to make choice or judgment) [n -S] 

DECIDES CDDEEIS DECIDE, to make choice or judgment [v] 

DECLAIM ACDEILM to speak formally [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DECLARE ACDEELR to make known clearly [v -D, -RING, -S] 

DECLASS ACDELSS to lower in status [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DECLAWS ACDELSW DECLAW, to surgically remove claws of [v] 

DECLINE CDEEILN to refuse (to express oneself as unwilling to accept, do, or comply with) [v -D, -NING, -S] 

DECOCTS CCDEOST DECOCT, to extract flavor of by boiling [v] 

DECODED CDDDEEO DECODE, to convert coded message into plain language [v] 

DECODER CDDEEOR one that decodes (to convert coded message into plain language) [n -S] 

DECODES CDDEEOS DECODE, to convert coded message into plain language [v] 

DECOLOR CDELOOR to deprive of color [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DECOYED CDDEEOY DECOY, to lure into trap [v] 

DECOYER CDEEORY one that decoys (to lure into trap) [n -S] 

DECREED CDDEEER DECREE, to order or establish by law or edict [v] 

DECREER CDEEERR one that decrees (to order or establish by law or edict) [n -S] 

DECREES CDEEERS DECREE, to order or establish by law or edict [v] 
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DECRIAL ACDEILR act of decrying (to denounce (to condemn openly)) [n -S] 

DECRIED CDDEEIR DECRY, to denounce (to condemn openly) [v] 

DECRIER CDEEIRR one that decries (to denounce (to condemn openly)) [n -S] 

DECRIES CDEEIRS DECRY, to denounce (to condemn openly) [v] 

DECROWN CDENORW to deprive of crown; depose [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DECRYPT CDEPRTY to decode (to convert coded message into plain language) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DECURVE CDEERUV to curve downward [v -D, -VING, -S] 

DEDUCED CDDDEEU DEDUCE, to infer (to reach or derive by reasoning) [v] 

DEDUCES CDDEESU DEDUCE, to infer (to reach or derive by reasoning) [v] 

DEDUCTS CDDESTU DEDUCT, to subtract (to take away) [v] 

DEFACED ACDDEEF DEFACE, to mar appearance of [v] 

DEFACER ACDEEFR one that defaces (to mar appearance of) [n -S] 

DEFACES ACDEEFS DEFACE, to mar appearance of [v] 

DEFAMED ADDEEFM DEFAME, to attack good name of [v] 

DEFAMER ADEEFMR one that defames (to attack good name of) [n -S] 

DEFAMES ADEEFMS DEFAME, to attack good name of [v] 

DEFANGS ADEFGNS DEFANG, to make harmless (not harmful) [v] 

DEFAULT ADEFLTU to fail to do something required [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEFEATS ADEEFST DEFEAT, to win victory over [v] 

DEFECTS CDEEFST DEFECT, to desert allegiance [v] 

DEFENCE CDEEEFN to defense (to guard against specific attack) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

DEFENDS DDEEFNS DEFEND, to protect (to keep from harm, attack, or injury) [v] 

DEFENSE DEEEFNS to guard against specific attack [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DEFILED DDEEFIL DEFILE, to make dirty (unclean (free from dirt or stain)) [v] 

DEFILER DEEFILR one that defiles (to make dirty (unclean)) [n -S] 

DEFILES DEEFILS DEFILE, to make dirty (unclean (free from dirt or stain)) [v] 

DEFINED DDEEFIN DEFINE, to state meaning of [v] 

DEFINER DEEFINR one that defines (to state meaning of) [n -S] 

DEFINES DEEFINS DEFINE, to state meaning of [v] 

DEFLATE ADEEFLT to release air or gas from [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DEFLEAS ADEEFLS DEFLEA, to rid of fleas [v] 

DEFLECT CDEEFLT to turn aside [v -ED, -TING, -S] 

DEFOAMS ADEFMOS DEFOAM, to remove foam from [v] 

DEFOCUS CDEFOSU to cause to go out of focus [v -ED, -ING, -ES, -SSED, -SSING, -SSES] 

DEFORCE CDEEFOR to withhold by force [v -D, -CING, -S] 

DEFORMS DEFMORS DEFORM, to spoil form of [v] 

DEFRAGS ADEFGRS DEFRAG, to eliminate fragmentation in computer file [v] 

DEFRAUD ADDEFRU to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEFRAYS ADEFRSY DEFRAY, to pay (to give money or something of value in exchange for goods or services) [v] 

DEFROCK CDEFKOR to unfrock (to divest of ecclesiastical authority) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEFROST DEFORST to remove frost from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEFUELS DEEFLSU DEFUEL, to remove fuel from [v] 

DEFUNDS DDEFNSU DEFUND, to withdraw funding from [v] 

DEFUSED DDEEFSU DEFUSE, to remove fuse from [v] 

DEFUSER DEEFRSU one that defuses (to remove fuse from) [n -S] 

DEFUSES DEEFSSU DEFUSE, to remove fuse from [v] 
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DEFUZED DDEEFUZ DEFUZE, to defuse (to remove fuse from) [v] 

DEFUZES DEEFSUZ DEFUZE, to defuse (to remove fuse from) [v] 

DEGASES ADEEGSS DEGAS, to remove gas from [v] 

DEGAUSS ADEGSSU to demagnetize [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DEGERMS DEEGMRS DEGERM, to remove germs from [v] 

DEGLAZE ADEEGLZ to remove glaze from [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DEGRADE ADDEEGR to debase (to lower in character, quality, or value) [v -D, -DING, -S] 

DEGREED DDEEEGR DEGREE, one of series of stages [adj] 

DEGREES DEEEGRS DEGREE, one of series of stages [n] 

DEGUSTS DEGSSTU DEGUST, to taste with pleasure [v] 

DEHAIRS ADEHIRS DEHAIR, to remove hair from [v] 

DEHISCE CDEEHIS to split open [v -D, -CING, -S] 

DEHORNS DEHNORS DEHORN, to deprive of horns [v] 

DEHORTS DEHORST DEHORT, to try to dissuade [v] 

DEICERS CDEEIRS DEICER, one that deices (to free from ice) [n] 

DEICING CDEGIIN DEICE, to free from ice [v] 

DEJECTS CDEEJST DEJECT, to depress (to make sad (unhappy (happy))) [v] 

DELATED ADDEELT DELATE, to accuse (to make assertion against) [v] 

DELATES ADEELST DELATE, to accuse (to make assertion against) [v] 

DELATOR ADELORT one that delates (to accuse (to make assertion against)) [n -S] 

DELAYED ADDEELY DELAY, to put off to later time [v] 

DELAYER ADEELRY one that delays (to put off to later time) [n -S] 

DELEADS ADDEELS DELEAD, to remove lead from [v] 

DELEAVE ADEEELV to separate copies of [v -D, -VING, -S] 

DELETED DDEEELT DELETE, to remove written or printed matter [v] 

DELETES DEEELST DELETE, to remove written or printed matter [v] 

DELICTS CDEILST DELICT, offense against civil law [n] 

DELIGHT DEGHILT to give great pleasure to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DELIMED DDEEILM DELIME, to free from lime [v] 

DELIMES DEEILMS DELIME, to free from lime [v] 

DELIMIT DEIILMT to mark boundaries of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DELINKS DEIKLNS DELINK, to break connection between [v] 

DELISTS DEILSST DELIST, to remove from list [v] 

DELIVER DEEILRV to take to intended recipient [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DELOUSE DEELOSU to remove lice from [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DELPHIC CDEHILP ambiguous (uncertainty of meaning) [adj] 

DELUDED DDDEELU DELUDE, to mislead mind or judgment of [v] 

DELUDER DDEELRU one that deludes (to mislead mind or judgment of) [n -S] 

DELUDES DDEELSU DELUDE, to mislead mind or judgment of [v] 

DELUGED DDEEGLU DELUGE, to flood (to inundate (to overwhelm with water)) [v] 

DELUGES DEEGLSU DELUGE, to flood (to inundate (to overwhelm with water)) [v] 

DEMANDS ADDEMNS DEMAND, to ask for with authority [v] 

DEMARKS ADEKMRS DEMARK, to delimit (to mark boundaries of) [v] 

DEMASTS ADEMSST DEMAST, to strip masts from [v] 

DEMEANS ADEEMNS DEMEAN, to conduct oneself in particular manner [v] 

DEMERGE DEEEGMR to remove division from corporation [v -D, -GING, -S] 
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DEMERIT DEEIMRT to lower in rank or status [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEMINER DEEIMNR one that removes mines (explosive devices) [n -S] 

DEMISED DDEEIMS DEMISE, to bequeath (to grant by testament) [v] 

DEMISES DEEIMSS DEMISE, to bequeath (to grant by testament) [v] 

DEMISTS DEIMSST DEMIST, to defog (to remove fog from) [v] 

DEMODED DDDEEMO out-of-date [adj] 

DEMOTED DDEEMOT DEMOTE, to lower in rank or grade [v] 

DEMOTES DEEMOST DEMOTE, to lower in rank or grade [v] 

DEMOUNT DEMNOTU to remove from mounting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DENOTED DDEENOT DENOTE, to indicate (to point out) [v] 

DENOTES DEENOST DENOTE, to indicate (to point out) [v] 

DENTILS DEILNST DENTIL, small rectangular block [n] 

DENUDED DDDEENU DENUDE, to strip of all covering [v] 

DENUDER DDEENRU one that denudes (to strip of all covering) [n -S] 

DENUDES DDEENSU DENUDE, to strip of all covering [v] 

DEPAINT ADEINPT to depict (to portray (to represent pictorially)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEPARTS ADEPRST DEPART, to go away [v] 

DEPENDS DDEENPS DEPEND, to rely (to place trust or confidence) [v] 

DEPERMS DEEMPRS DEPERM, to demagnetize [v] 

DEPICTS CDEIPST DEPICT, to portray (to represent pictorially) [v] 

DEPLANE ADEELNP to get off airplane [v -D, -NING, -S] 

DEPLETE DEEELPT to lessen or exhaust supply of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DEPLORE DEELOPR to regret strongly [v -D, -RING, -S] 

DEPLOYS DELOPSY DEPLOY, to position troops for battle [v] 

DEPLUME DEELMPU to deprive of feathers [v -D, -MING, -S] 

DEPONED DDEENOP DEPONE, to testify under oath [v] 

DEPONES DEENOPS DEPONE, to testify under oath [v] 

DEPORTS DEOPRST DEPORT, to expel from country [v] 

DEPOSAL ADELOPS act of deposing (to remove from office) [n -S] 

DEPOSED DDEEOPS DEPOSE, to remove from office [v] 

DEPOSER DEEOPRS one that deposes (to remove from office) [n -S] 

DEPOSES DEEOPSS DEPOSE, to remove from office [v] 

DEPOSIT DEIOPST to place (to set in particular position) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEPRAVE ADEEPRV to corrupt in morals [v -D, -VING, -S] 

DEPRESS DEEPRSS to make sad (unhappy (marked by joy)) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DEPRIVE DEEIPRV to take something away from [v -D, -VING, -S] 

DEPUTED DDEEPTU DEPUTE, to delegate (to appoint as one's representative) [v] 

DEPUTES DEEPSTU DEPUTE, to delegate (to appoint as one's representative) [v] 

DERAIGN ADEGINR to dispute claim [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DERAILS ADEILRS DERAIL, to run off rails of track [v] 

DERANGE ADEEGNR to disorder (to put out of order) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

DERATED ADDEERT DERATE, to lower rated capability of [v] 

DERATES ADEERST DERATE, to lower rated capability of [v] 

DERIDED DDDEEIR DERIDE, to ridicule (to make fun of) [v] 

DERIDER DDEEIRR one that derides (to ridicule (to make fun of)) [n -S] 

DERIDES DDEEIRS DERIDE, to ridicule (to make fun of) [v] 
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DERIVED DDEEIRV DERIVE, to obtain or receive from source [v] 

DERIVER DEEIRRV one that derives (to obtain or receive from source) [n -S] 

DERIVES DEEIRSV DERIVE, to obtain or receive from source [v] 

DESALTS ADELSST DESALT, to remove salt from [v] 

DESANDS ADDENSS DESAND, to remove sand from [v] 

DESCALE ACDEELS to remove scales from [v -D, -LING, -S] 

DESCEND CDDEENS to come or go down [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DESCENT CDEENST act of descending (to come or go down) [n -S] 

DESEEDS DDEEESS DESEED, to remove seeds from [v] 

DESERTS DEERSST DESERT, to abandon (to leave or give up completely) [v] 

DESERVE DEEERSV to be entitled to or worthy of [v -D, -VING, -S] 

DESEXED DDEEESX DESEX, to castrate or spay [v] 

DESEXES DEEESSX DESEX, to castrate or spay [v] 

DESIGNS DEGINSS DESIGN, to conceive and plan out [v] 

DESIRED DDEEIRS DESIRE, to wish for [v] 

DESIRER DEEIRRS one that desires (to wish for) [n -S] 

DESIRES DEEIRSS DESIRE, to wish for [v] 

DESISTS DEISSST DESIST, to cease doing something [v] 

DESKILL DEIKLLS to reduce level of skill required [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DESORBS BDEORSS DESORB, to remove by reverse of absorption [v] 

DESPISE DEEIPSS to loathe (to detest greatly) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DESPITE DEEIPST to treat with contempt [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DESPOIL DEILOPS to plunder (to rob of goods by force) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DESPOND DDENOPS to lose spirit or hope [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DESTAIN ADEINST to remove stain from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DESTROY DEORSTY to damage beyond repair or renewal [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DESUGAR ADEGRSU to remove sugar from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DETRACT ACDERTT to take away [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DETRAIN ADEINRT to get off railroad train [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEVALUE ADEELUV to lessen worth of [v -S, -UING, -S] 

DEVEINS DEEINSV DEVEIN, to remove dorsal vein from [v] 

DEVESTS DEESSTV DEVEST, to divest (to strip or deprive of anything) [v] 

DEVISAL ADEILSV act of devising (to form in mind) [n -S] 

DEVISED DDEEISV DEVISE, to form in mind [v] 

DEVISEE DEEEISV one to whom will is made [n -S] 

DEVISER DEEIRSV one that devises (to form in mind) [n -S] 

DEVISES DEEISSV DEVISE, to form in mind [v] 

DEVISOR DEIORSV one who makes will [n -S] 

DEVOICE CDEEIOV to unvoice (to deprive of voice or vocal quality) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

DEVOLVE DEELOVV to transfer from one person to another [v -D, -VING, -S] 

DEVOTED DDEEOTV DEVOTE, to give oneself wholly to [v] 

DEVOTEE DEEEOTV ardent follower or supporter [n -S] 

DEVOTES DEEOSTV DEVOTE, to give oneself wholly to [v] 

DEVOURS DEORSUV DEVOUR, to eat up voraciously [v] 

DEWATER ADEERTW to remove water from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEWAXED ADDEEWX DEWAX, to remove wax from [v] 
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DEWAXES ADEESWX DEWAX, to remove wax from [v] 

DEWOOLS DELOOSW DEWOOL, to remove wool from [v] 

DEWORMS DEMORSW DEWORM, to rid of worms [v] 

DEZINCS CDEINSZ DEZINC, to remove zinc from [v] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s DE- (from, down, away, to the opposite, reverse, against) 

DEAERATE AADEEERT to remove air or gas from [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DEAIRING ADEGIINR DEAIR, to remove air from [v] 

DEBAGGED ABDDEEGG DEBAG, to remove pants from someone [v] 

DEBARKED ABDDEEKR DEBARK, to unload from ship [v] 

DEBARKER ABDEEKRR one that removes bark (outer covering of woody plants) [n -S] 

DEBARRED ABDDEERR DEBAR, to exclude (to shut out) [v] 

DEBASING ABDEGINS DEBASE, to lower in character, quality, or value [v] 

DEBATING ABDEGINT DEBATE, to argue about [v] 

DEBEAKED ABDDEEEK DEBEAK, to remove tip of upper beak of [v] 

DEBONING BDEGINNO DEBONE, to remove bones from [v] 

DEBRUISE BDEEIRSU to cross coat of arms [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DEBUGGED BDDEEGGU DEBUG, to remove bugs from [v] 

DEBUGGER BDEEGGRU one that debugs (to remove bugs from) [n -S] 

DEBUNKED BDDEEKNU DEBUNK, to expose sham or falseness of [v] 

DEBUNKER BDEEKNRU one that debunks (to expose sham or falseness of) [n -S] 

DEBURRED BDDEERRU DEBUR, deburr (to remove rough edges from) [v] / DEBURR, [v] 

DECAMPED ACDDEEMP DECAMP, to depart from camping ground [v] 

DECANTED ACDDEENT DECANT, to pour from one container into another [v] 

DECANTER ACDEENRT decorative bottle [n -S] 

DECAYING ACDEGINY DECAY, to decompose [v] 

DECEASED ACDDEEES deceased person [n -S]  

DECEDENT CDDEEENT deceased person [n -S] 

DECEIVER CDEEEIRV one that deceives (to mislead by falsehood) [n -S] 

DECENTER CDEEENRT to put out of center [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DECENTRE CDEEENRT to decenter (to put out of center) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

DECIDING CDDEGIIN DECIDE, to make choice or judgment [v] 

DECISION CDEIINOS to win victory over boxing opponent on points [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DECLARER ACDEELRR one that declares (to make known clearly) [n -S] 

DECLAWED ACDDEELW DECLAW, to surgically remove claws of [v] 

DECLINER CDEEILNR one that declines (to refuse (to express oneself as unwilling to accept, do, or comply with)) [n -S] 

DECLUTCH CCDEHLTU to disengage clutch (coupling mechanism) of motor vehicle [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DECOCTED CCDDEEOT DECOCT, to extract flavor of by boiling [v] 

DECODING CDDEGINO DECODE, to convert coded message into plain language [v] 

DECOLOUR CDELOORU to decolor (to deprive of color) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DECOUPLE CDEELOPU to disconnect [v -D, -LING, -S] 

DECOYING CDEGINOY DECOY, to lure into trap [v] 

DECREASE ACDEEERS to diminish (to lessen (to make or become less)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DECRYING CDEGINRY DECRY, to denounce (to condemn openly) [v] 
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DEDUCING CDDEGINU DEDUCE, to infer (to reach or derive by reasoning) [v] 

DEFACING ACDEFGIN DEFACE, to mar appearance of [v] 

DEFAMING ADEFGIMN DEFAME, to attack good name of [v] 

DEFANGED ADDEEFGN DEFANG, to make harmless (not harmful) [v] 

DEFATTED ADDEEFTT DEFAT, to remove fat from [v] 

DEFEATED ADDEEEFT DEFEAT, to win victory over [v] 

DEFEATER ADEEEFRT one that defeats (to win victory over) [n -S] 

DEFECATE ACDEEEFT to discharge feces [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DEFECTED CDDEEEFT DEFECT, to desert allegiance [v] 

DEFECTOR CDEEFORT one that defects (to desert allegiance) [n -S] 

DEFENDED DDDEEEFN DEFEND, to protect (to keep from harm, attack, or injury) [v] 

DEFENDER DDEEEFNR one that defends (to protect (to keep from harm, attack, or injury)) [n -S] 

DEFERENT DEEEFNRT imaginary circle around earth [n -S] 

DEFERRAL ADEEFLRR act of deferring (to postpone (to put off to future time)) [n -S] 

DEFERRED DDEEEFRR DEFER, to postpone (to put off to future time) [v] 

DEFERRER DEEEFRRR one that defers (to postpone (to put off to future time)) [n -S] 

DEFIANCE ACDEEFIN bold opposition [n -S] 

DEFILING DEFGIILN DEFILE, to make dirty (unclean (free from dirt or stain)) [v] 

DEFINING DEFGIINN DEFINE, to state meaning of [v] 

DEFINITE DEEFIINT something that is known for certain [n -S] 

DEFLATER ADEEFLRT one that deflates (to release air or gas from) [n -S] 

DEFLATOR ADEFLORT one that deflates (to release air or gas from) [n -S] 

DEFLEAED ADDEEEFL DEFLEA, to rid of fleas [v] 

DEFLEXED DDEEEFLX bent downward [adj] 

DEFLOWER DEEFLORW to deprive of flowers [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEFOAMED ADDEEFMO DEFOAM, to remove foam from [v] 

DEFOAMER ADEEFMOR one that defoams (to remove foam from) [n -S] 

DEFOGGED DDEEFGGO DEFOG, to remove fog from [v] 

DEFOGGER DEEFGGOR one that defogs (to remove fog from) [n -S] 

DEFORCER CDEEFORR one that deforces (to withhold by force) [n -S] 

DEFOREST DEEFORST to clear of forests [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEFORMED DDEEFMOR DEFORM, to spoil form of [v] 

DEFORMER DEEFMORR one that deforms (to spoil form of) [n -S] 

DEFRAYAL AADEFLRY act of defraying (to pay (to give money or something of value in exchange for goods or services)) [n -S] 

DEFRAYED ADDEEFRY DEFRAY, to pay (to give money or something of value in exchange for goods or services) [v] 

DEFRAYER ADEEFRRY one that defrays (to pay (to give money or something of value in exchange for goods or services)) [n -S] 

DEFRIEND DDEEFINR to remove (person's name) from list of friends [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEFUELED DDEEEFLU DEFUEL, to remove fuel from [v] 

DEFUNDED DDDEEFNU DEFUND, to withdraw funding from [v] 

DEFUSING DEFGINSU DEFUSE, to remove fuse from [v] 

DEFUZING DEFGINUZ DEFUZE, to defuse (to remove fuse from) [v] 

DEGASSED ADDEEGSS DEGAS, to remove gas from [v] 

DEGASSER ADEEGRSS one that degasses (to remove gas from) [n -S] 

DEGASSES ADEEGSSS DEGAS, to remove gas from [v] 

DEGENDER DDEEEGNR to remove references to person's gender [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEGERMED DDEEEGMR DEGERM, to remove germs from [v] 
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DEGRADER ADDEEGRR one that degrades (to debase (to lower in character, quality, or value)) [n -S] 

DEGREASE ADEEEGRS to remove grease from [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DEGUMMED DDEEGMMU DEGUM, to free from gum [v] 

DEGUSTED DDEEGSTU DEGUST, to taste with pleasure [v] 

DEHAIRED ADDEEHIR DEHAIR, to remove hair from [v] 

DEHORNED DDEEHNOR DEHORN, to deprive of horns [v] 

DEHORNER DEEHNORR one that dehorns (to deprive of horns) [n -S] 

DEHORTED DDEEHORT DEHORT, to try to dissuade [v] 

DEIONISE DEEIINOS to deionize (to remove ions from) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DEIONIZE DEEIINOZ to remove ions from [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DEJECTED CDDEEEJT DEJECT, to depress (to make sad (unhappy (happy))) [v] 

DELATING ADEGILNT DELATE, to accuse (to make assertion against) [v] 

DELATION ADEILNOT act of delating (to accuse (to make assertion against)) [n -S] 

DELAYING ADEGILNY DELAY, to put off to later time [v] 

DELEADED ADDDEEEL DELEAD, to remove lead from [v] 

DELIMING DEGIILMN DELIME, to free from lime [v] 

DELINKED DDEEIKLN DELINK, to break connection between [v] 

DELISTED DDEEILST DELIST, to remove from list [v] 

DELIVERY DEEILRVY act of delivering (to take to intended recipient) [n -RIES] 

DELOUSER DEELORSU one that gets rid of lice [n -S] 

DELUDING DDEGILNU DELUDE, to mislead mind or judgment of [v] 

DELUGING DEGGILNU DELUGE, to flood (to inundate (to overwhelm with water)) [v] 

DELUSION DEILNOSU act of deluding (to mislead mind or judgment of) [n -S] 

DELUSIVE DEEILSUV tending to delude [adj] 

DELUSORY DELORSUY delusive (tending to delude) [adj] 

DELUSTER DEELRSTU to lessen sheen of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEMANDED ADDDEEMN DEMAND, to ask for with authority [v] 

DEMANDER ADDEEMNR one that demands (to ask for with authority) [n -S] 

DEMARKED ADDEEKMR DEMARK, to delimit (to mark boundaries of) [v] 

DEMASTED ADDEEMST DEMAST, to strip masts from [v] 

DEMEANED ADDEEEMN DEMEAN, to conduct oneself in particular manner [v] 

DEMENTED DDEEEMNT DEMENT, to make insane (mentally unsound) [v] 

DEMENTIA ADEEIMNT mental illness [n -S] 

DEMERGER DEEEGMRR to demerge (to remove division from corporation) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEMERGES DEEEGMRS DEMERGE, to remove division from corporation [v] 

DEMINING DEGIIMNN removal of mines [n -S] 

DEMISING DEGIIMNS DEMISE, to bequeath (to grant by testament) [v] 

DEMISTED DDEEIMST DEMIST, to defog (to remove fog from) [v] 

DEMISTER DEEIMRST one that defogs (to remove fog from) [n -S] 

DEMITTED DDEEIMTT DEMIT, to resign (to give up one's office or position) [v] 

DEMOBBED BBDDEEMO DEMOB, to discharge from military service [v] 

DEMOLISH DEHILMOS to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DEMOTING DEGIMNOT DEMOTE, to lower in rank or grade [v] 

DEMOTION DEIMNOOT act of demoting (to lower in rank or grade) [n -S] 

DENATURE ADEENRTU to deprive of natural qualities [v -D, -RING, -S] 

DENAZIFY ADEFINYZ to rid of Nazism [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 
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DENOTING DEGINNOT DENOTE, to indicate (to point out) [v] 

DENOTIVE DEEINOTV DENOTE, to indicate (to point out) [adj] 

DENOUNCE CDEENNOU to condemn openly [v -D, -CING, -S] 

DENUDATE ADDEENTU to denude (to strip of all covering) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DENUDING DDEGINNU DENUDE, to strip of all covering [v] 

DEPARTED ADDEEPRT one that has died [n -S] / DEPART, to go away [v] 

DEPARTEE ADEEEPRT one that departs (to go away) [n -S] 

DEPENDED DDDEEENP DEPEND, to rely (to place trust or confidence) [v] 

DEPEOPLE DEEELOPP to reduce population of [v -D, -LING, -S] 

DEPERMED DDEEEMPR DEPERM, to demagnetize [v] 

DEPICTED CDDEEIPT DEPICT, to portray (to represent pictorially) [v] 

DEPICTER CDEEIPRT one that depicts (to portray (to represent pictorially)) [n -S] 

DEPICTOR CDEIOPRT depicter (one that depicts (to portray)) [n -S] 

DEPILATE ADEEILPT to remove hair from [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DEPLETER DEEELPRT one that depletes (to lessen or exhaust supply of) [n -S] 

DEPLORER DEELOPRR one that deplores (to regret strongly) [n -S] 

DEPLOYED DDEELOPY DEPLOY, to position troops for battle [v] 

DEPLOYER DEELOPRY one that deploys (to position troops for battle) [n -S] 

DEPOLISH DEHILOPS to remove gloss or polish of [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DEPONENT DEENNOPT one that depones (to testify under oath) [n -S] 

DEPONING DEGINNOP DEPONE, to testify under oath [v] 

DEPORTED DDEEOPRT DEPORT, to expel from country [v] 

DEPORTEE DEEEOPRT one who is deported [n -S] 

DEPORTER DEEOPRRT one that deports (to expel from country) [n -S] 

DEPOSING DEGINOPS DEPOSE, to remove from office [v] 

DEPRAVER ADEEPRRV one that depraves (to corrupt in morals) [n -S] 

DEPRIVAL ADEILPRV act of depriving (to take something away from) [n -S] 

DEPRIVAL ADEILPRV act of depriving (to take something away from) [n -S] 

DEPRIVER DEEIPRRV one that deprives (to take something away from) [n -S] 

DEPRIVER DEEIPRRV one that deprives (to take something away from) [n -S] 

DEPURATE ADEEPRTU to free from impurities [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DERAILED ADDEEILR DERAIL, to run off rails of track [v] 

DERANGER ADEEGNRR one that deranges (to disorder (to put out of order)) [n -S] 

DERATING ADEGINRT DERATE, to lower rated capability of [v] 

DERATION ADEINORT to free (as food) from rationing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DERATTED ADDEERTT DERAT, to rid of rats [v] 

DERIDING DDEGIINR DERIDE, to ridicule (to make fun of) [v] 

DERISION DEIINORS act of deriding (to ridicule (to make fun of)) [n -S] 

DERISIVE DEEIIRSV expressing derision [adj] 

DERISORY DEIORRSY derisive (expressing derision) [adj] 

DERIVATE ADEEIRTV something derived [n -S] 

DERIVING DEGIINRV DERIVE, to obtain or receive from source [v] 

DEROGATE ADEEGORT to detract (to take away) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DESALTED ADDEELST DESALT, to remove salt from [v] 

DESALTER ADEELRST one that desalts (to remove salt from) [n -S] 

DESANDED ADDDEENS DESAND, to remove sand from [v] 
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DESCRIBE BCDEEIRS to give verbal account of [v -D, -BING, -S] 

DESEEDED DDDEEEES DESEED, to remove seeds from [v] 

DESEEDER DDEEEERS one that deseeds (to remove seeds from) [n -S] 

DESELECT CDEEELST to dismiss from training program [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DESERVER DEEERRSV one that deserves (to be entitled to or worthy of) [n -S] 

DESEXING DEEGINSX DESEX, to castrate or spay [v] 

DESIGNED DDEEGINS DESIGN, to conceive and plan out [v] 

DESIGNEE DEEEGINS one who is designated [n -S] 

DESIGNER DEEGINRS one that designs (to conceive and plan out) [n -S] 

DESILVER DEEILRSV to remove silver from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DESIRING DEGIINRS DESIRE, to wish for [v] 

DESIROUS DEIORSSU desiring [adj] 

DESISTED DDEEISST DESIST, to cease doing something [v] 

DESOLATE ADEELOST to lay waste [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DESORBED BDDEEORS DESORB, to remove by reverse of absorption [v] 

DESORBER BDEEORRS one that desorbs (to remove by reverse of absorption) [n -S] 

DESPATCH ACDEHPST to dispatch (to send off with speed) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DESPISAL ADEILPSS intense dislike [n -S] 

DESPISER DEEIPRSS one that despises (to loathe (to detest greatly)) [n -S] 

DESTREAM ADEEMRST to reverse categorizing of students [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DESTRESS DEERSSST to remove stress from [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DESTRUCT CDERSTTU to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DESULFUR DEFLRSUU to free from sulfur [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DETACHED ACDDEEHT DETACH, to unfasten and separate [v] 

DETACHER ACDEEHRT one that detaches (to unfasten and separate) [n -S] 

DETACHES ACDEEHST DETACH, to unfasten and separate [v] 

DETAILED ADDEEILT DETAIL, to report with complete particulars [v] 

DETAILER ADEEILRT one that details (to report with complete particulars) [n -S] 

DETAINED ADDEEINT DETAIN, to hold in custody [v] 

DETAINEE ADEEEINT one who is detained [n -S] 

DETAINER ADEEINRT unlawful withholding of another's property [n -S] 

DETANGLE ADEEGLNT to remove knots from [v -D, -LING, -S] 

DETASSEL ADEELSST to remove tassels from [v -ED, -LING, -S or -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

DETECTED CDDEEETT DETECT, to discover or perceive [v] 

DETECTER CDEEERTT detector (one that detects (to discover or perceive)) [n -S] 

DETECTOR CDEEORTT one that detects (to discover or perceive) [n -S] 

DETERGER DEEEGRRT one that deterges (to cleanse (to clean)) [n -S] 

DETERRED DDEEERRT DETER, to stop from proceeding [v] 

DETERRER DEEERRRT one that deters (to stop from proceeding) [n -S] 

DETESTED DDEEESTT DETEST, to dislike intensely [v] 

DETESTER DEEERSTT one that detests (to dislike intensely) [n -S] 

DETHATCH ACDEHHTT to remove thatch from [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DETHRONE DEEHNORT to remove from throne [v -D, -NING, -S] 

DETICKED CDDEEIKT DETICK, to remove ticks from [v] 

DETICKER CDEEIKRT one that deticks (to remove ticks from) [n -S] 

DETONATE ADEENOTT to cause to explode [v -D, -TING, -S] 
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DETOURED DDEEORTU DETOUR, to take indirect route [v] 

DETOXIFY DEFIOTXY to remove toxin from [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

DETOXING DEGINOTX DETOX, to detoxify (to remove toxin from) [v] 

DETUNING DEGINNTU DETUNE, to adjust (instrument) so that it is no longer in tune [v] 

DEVEINED DDEEEINV DEVEIN, to remove dorsal vein from [v] 

DEVELOPE DEEELOPV to develop (to bring to more advanced or effective state) [v -D, -PING, -S] 

DEVERBAL ABDEELRV word derived from verb [n -S] 

DEVESTED DDEEESTV DEVEST, to divest (to strip or deprive of anything) [v] 

DEVIANCE ACDEEINV behavior of deviant [n -S] 

DEVIANCY ACDEINVY deviance (behavior of deviant) [n -CIES] 

DEVIATOR ADEIORTV one that deviates (to turn aside from course or norm) [n -S] 

DEVISING DEGIINSV DEVISE, to form in mind [v] 

DEVOTING DEGINOTV DEVOTE, to give oneself wholly to [v] 

DEVOTION DEINOOTV act of devoting (to give oneself wholly to) [n -S] 

DEVOURED DDEEORUV DEVOUR, to eat up voraciously [v] 

DEVOURER DEEORRUV one that devours (to eat up voraciously) [n -S] 

DEVOUTER DEEORTUV DEVOUT, pious (marked by religious reverence) [adj] 

DEVOUTLY DELOTUVY DEVOUT, pious (marked by religious reverence) [adv] 

DEWAXING ADEGINWX DEWAX, to remove wax from [v] 

DEWORMED DDEEMORW DEWORM, to rid of worms [v] 

DEWORMER DEEMORRW one that deworms (to rid of worms) [n -S] 

DEZINCED CDDEEINZ DEZINC, to remove zinc from [v] 

 

 

 


	7s DE- (from, down, away, to the opposite, reverse, against)
	DEAIRED ADDEEIR DEAIR, to remove air from [v]
	DEALATE AADEELT insect divested of its wings [n -S]
	DEALIGN ADEGILN to withdraw allegiance to political party [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DEBARKS ABDEKRS DEBARK, to unload from ship [v]
	DEBASED ABDDEES DEBASE, to lower in character, quality, or value [v]
	DEBASES ABDEESS DEBASE, to lower in character, quality, or value [v]
	DEBATED ABDDEET DEBATE, to argue about [v]
	DEBATES ABDEEST DEBATE, to argue about [v]
	DEBAUCH ABCDEHU to corrupt (to subvert honesty or integrity of) [v -D, -ING, -S]
	DEBEAKS ABDEEKS DEBEAK, to remove tip of upper beak of [v]
	DEBONED BDDEENO DEBONE, to remove bones from [v]
	DEBONES BDEENOS DEBONE, to remove bones from [v]
	DEBUNKS BDEKNSU DEBUNK, to expose sham or falseness of [v]
	DEBURRS BDERRSU DEBURR, to remove rough edges from [v]
	DECAMPS ACDEMPS DECAMP, to depart from camping ground [v]
	DECANTS ACDENST DECANT, to pour from one container into another [v]
	DECAYED ACDDEEY DECAY, to decompose [v]
	DECEITS CDEEIST DECEIT, act of deceiving (to mislead by falsehood) [n]
	DECIDED CDDDEEI DECIDE, to make choice or judgment [v]
	DECIDES CDDEEIS DECIDE, to make choice or judgment [v]
	DECLASS ACDELSS to lower in status [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	DECLAWS ACDELSW DECLAW, to surgically remove claws of [v]
	DECLINE CDEEILN to refuse (to express oneself as unwilling to accept, do, or comply with) [v -D, -NING, -S]
	DECOCTS CCDEOST DECOCT, to extract flavor of by boiling [v]
	DECODED CDDDEEO DECODE, to convert coded message into plain language [v]
	DECODER CDDEEOR one that decodes (to convert coded message into plain language) [n -S]
	DECODES CDDEEOS DECODE, to convert coded message into plain language [v]
	DECOLOR CDELOOR to deprive of color [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DECOYED CDDEEOY DECOY, to lure into trap [v]
	DECOYER CDEEORY one that decoys (to lure into trap) [n -S]
	DECREED CDDEEER DECREE, to order or establish by law or edict [v]
	DECREER CDEEERR one that decrees (to order or establish by law or edict) [n -S]
	DECREES CDEEERS DECREE, to order or establish by law or edict [v]
	DECRIAL ACDEILR act of decrying (to denounce (to condemn openly)) [n -S]
	DECRIED CDDEEIR DECRY, to denounce (to condemn openly) [v]
	DECRIER CDEEIRR one that decries (to denounce (to condemn openly)) [n -S]
	DECRIES CDEEIRS DECRY, to denounce (to condemn openly) [v]
	DECROWN CDENORW to deprive of crown; depose [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DECRYPT CDEPRTY to decode (to convert coded message into plain language) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DECURVE CDEERUV to curve downward [v -D, -VING, -S]
	DEDUCED CDDDEEU DEDUCE, to infer (to reach or derive by reasoning) [v]
	DEDUCES CDDEESU DEDUCE, to infer (to reach or derive by reasoning) [v]
	DEDUCTS CDDESTU DEDUCT, to subtract (to take away) [v]
	DEFACED ACDDEEF DEFACE, to mar appearance of [v]
	DEFACER ACDEEFR one that defaces (to mar appearance of) [n -S]
	DEFACES ACDEEFS DEFACE, to mar appearance of [v]
	DEFAMED ADDEEFM DEFAME, to attack good name of [v]
	DEFAMER ADEEFMR one that defames (to attack good name of) [n -S]
	DEFAMES ADEEFMS DEFAME, to attack good name of [v]
	DEFANGS ADEFGNS DEFANG, to make harmless (not harmful) [v]
	DEFAULT ADEFLTU to fail to do something required [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DEFEATS ADEEFST DEFEAT, to win victory over [v]
	DEFECTS CDEEFST DEFECT, to desert allegiance [v]
	DEFENCE CDEEEFN to defense (to guard against specific attack) [v -D, -CING, -S]
	DEFENDS DDEEFNS DEFEND, to protect (to keep from harm, attack, or injury) [v]
	DEFENSE DEEEFNS to guard against specific attack [v -D, -SING, -S]
	DEFILED DDEEFIL DEFILE, to make dirty (unclean (free from dirt or stain)) [v]
	DEFILER DEEFILR one that defiles (to make dirty (unclean)) [n -S]
	DEFILES DEEFILS DEFILE, to make dirty (unclean (free from dirt or stain)) [v]
	DEFINED DDEEFIN DEFINE, to state meaning of [v]
	DEFINER DEEFINR one that defines (to state meaning of) [n -S]
	DEFINES DEEFINS DEFINE, to state meaning of [v]
	DEFLATE ADEEFLT to release air or gas from [v -D, -TING, -S]
	DEFLEAS ADEEFLS DEFLEA, to rid of fleas [v]
	DEFLECT CDEEFLT to turn aside [v -ED, -TING, -S]
	DEFOAMS ADEFMOS DEFOAM, to remove foam from [v]
	DEFOCUS CDEFOSU to cause to go out of focus [v -ED, -ING, -ES, -SSED, -SSING, -SSES]
	DEFORCE CDEEFOR to withhold by force [v -D, -CING, -S]
	DEFORMS DEFMORS DEFORM, to spoil form of [v]
	DEFRAGS ADEFGRS DEFRAG, to eliminate fragmentation in computer file [v]
	DEFRAUD ADDEFRU to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DEFRAYS ADEFRSY DEFRAY, to pay (to give money or something of value in exchange for goods or services) [v]
	DEFROCK CDEFKOR to unfrock (to divest of ecclesiastical authority) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DEFROST DEFORST to remove frost from [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DEFUELS DEEFLSU DEFUEL, to remove fuel from [v]
	DEFUNDS DDEFNSU DEFUND, to withdraw funding from [v]
	DEFUSED DDEEFSU DEFUSE, to remove fuse from [v]
	DEFUSER DEEFRSU one that defuses (to remove fuse from) [n -S]
	DEFUSES DEEFSSU DEFUSE, to remove fuse from [v]
	DEFUZED DDEEFUZ DEFUZE, to defuse (to remove fuse from) [v]
	DEFUZES DEEFSUZ DEFUZE, to defuse (to remove fuse from) [v]
	DEGASES ADEEGSS DEGAS, to remove gas from [v]
	DEGAUSS ADEGSSU to demagnetize [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	DEGERMS DEEGMRS DEGERM, to remove germs from [v]
	DEGLAZE ADEEGLZ to remove glaze from [v -D, -ZING, -S]
	DEGRADE ADDEEGR to debase (to lower in character, quality, or value) [v -D, -DING, -S]
	DEGREED DDEEEGR DEGREE, one of series of stages [adj]
	DEGREES DEEEGRS DEGREE, one of series of stages [n]
	DEGUSTS DEGSSTU DEGUST, to taste with pleasure [v]
	DEHAIRS ADEHIRS DEHAIR, to remove hair from [v]
	DEHISCE CDEEHIS to split open [v -D, -CING, -S]
	DEHORNS DEHNORS DEHORN, to deprive of horns [v]
	DEHORTS DEHORST DEHORT, to try to dissuade [v]
	DEICERS CDEEIRS DEICER, one that deices (to free from ice) [n]
	DEICING CDEGIIN DEICE, to free from ice [v]
	DEJECTS CDEEJST DEJECT, to depress (to make sad (unhappy (happy))) [v]
	DELATED ADDEELT DELATE, to accuse (to make assertion against) [v]
	DELATES ADEELST DELATE, to accuse (to make assertion against) [v]
	DELATOR ADELORT one that delates (to accuse (to make assertion against)) [n -S]
	DELAYED ADDEELY DELAY, to put off to later time [v]
	DELAYER ADEELRY one that delays (to put off to later time) [n -S]
	DELEADS ADDEELS DELEAD, to remove lead from [v]
	DELEAVE ADEEELV to separate copies of [v -D, -VING, -S]
	DELETED DDEEELT DELETE, to remove written or printed matter [v]
	DELETES DEEELST DELETE, to remove written or printed matter [v]
	DELICTS CDEILST DELICT, offense against civil law [n]
	DELIGHT DEGHILT to give great pleasure to [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DELIMED DDEEILM DELIME, to free from lime [v]
	DELIMES DEEILMS DELIME, to free from lime [v]
	DELIMIT DEIILMT to mark boundaries of [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DELINKS DEIKLNS DELINK, to break connection between [v]
	DELISTS DEILSST DELIST, to remove from list [v]
	DELIVER DEEILRV to take to intended recipient [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DELOUSE DEELOSU to remove lice from [v -D, -SING, -S]
	DELPHIC CDEHILP ambiguous (uncertainty of meaning) [adj]
	DELUDED DDDEELU DELUDE, to mislead mind or judgment of [v]
	DELUDER DDEELRU one that deludes (to mislead mind or judgment of) [n -S]
	DELUDES DDEELSU DELUDE, to mislead mind or judgment of [v]
	DELUGED DDEEGLU DELUGE, to flood (to inundate (to overwhelm with water)) [v]
	DELUGES DEEGLSU DELUGE, to flood (to inundate (to overwhelm with water)) [v]
	DEMANDS ADDEMNS DEMAND, to ask for with authority [v]
	DEMARKS ADEKMRS DEMARK, to delimit (to mark boundaries of) [v]
	DEMASTS ADEMSST DEMAST, to strip masts from [v]
	DEMEANS ADEEMNS DEMEAN, to conduct oneself in particular manner [v]
	DEMERGE DEEEGMR to remove division from corporation [v -D, -GING, -S]
	DEMERIT DEEIMRT to lower in rank or status [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DEMINER DEEIMNR one that removes mines (explosive devices) [n -S]
	DEMISED DDEEIMS DEMISE, to bequeath (to grant by testament) [v]
	DEMISES DEEIMSS DEMISE, to bequeath (to grant by testament) [v]
	DEMISTS DEIMSST DEMIST, to defog (to remove fog from) [v]
	DEMODED DDDEEMO out-of-date [adj]
	DEMOTED DDEEMOT DEMOTE, to lower in rank or grade [v]
	DEMOTES DEEMOST DEMOTE, to lower in rank or grade [v]
	DEMOUNT DEMNOTU to remove from mounting [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DENOTED DDEENOT DENOTE, to indicate (to point out) [v]
	DENOTES DEENOST DENOTE, to indicate (to point out) [v]
	DENTILS DEILNST DENTIL, small rectangular block [n]
	DENUDED DDDEENU DENUDE, to strip of all covering [v]
	DENUDER DDEENRU one that denudes (to strip of all covering) [n -S]
	DENUDES DDEENSU DENUDE, to strip of all covering [v]
	DEPAINT ADEINPT to depict (to portray (to represent pictorially)) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DEPARTS ADEPRST DEPART, to go away [v]
	DEPENDS DDEENPS DEPEND, to rely (to place trust or confidence) [v]
	DEPERMS DEEMPRS DEPERM, to demagnetize [v]
	DEPICTS CDEIPST DEPICT, to portray (to represent pictorially) [v]
	DEPLANE ADEELNP to get off airplane [v -D, -NING, -S]
	DEPLETE DEEELPT to lessen or exhaust supply of [v -D, -TING, -S]
	DEPLORE DEELOPR to regret strongly [v -D, -RING, -S]
	DEPLOYS DELOPSY DEPLOY, to position troops for battle [v]
	DEPLUME DEELMPU to deprive of feathers [v -D, -MING, -S]
	DEPONED DDEENOP DEPONE, to testify under oath [v]
	DEPONES DEENOPS DEPONE, to testify under oath [v]
	DEPORTS DEOPRST DEPORT, to expel from country [v]
	DEPOSAL ADELOPS act of deposing (to remove from office) [n -S]
	DEPOSED DDEEOPS DEPOSE, to remove from office [v]
	DEPOSER DEEOPRS one that deposes (to remove from office) [n -S]
	DEPOSES DEEOPSS DEPOSE, to remove from office [v]
	DEPOSIT DEIOPST to place (to set in particular position) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DEPRAVE ADEEPRV to corrupt in morals [v -D, -VING, -S]
	DEPRESS DEEPRSS to make sad (unhappy (marked by joy)) [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	DEPRIVE DEEIPRV to take something away from [v -D, -VING, -S]
	DEPUTED DDEEPTU DEPUTE, to delegate (to appoint as one's representative) [v]
	DEPUTES DEEPSTU DEPUTE, to delegate (to appoint as one's representative) [v]
	DERAIGN ADEGINR to dispute claim [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DERAILS ADEILRS DERAIL, to run off rails of track [v]
	DERANGE ADEEGNR to disorder (to put out of order) [v -D, -GING, -S]
	DERATED ADDEERT DERATE, to lower rated capability of [v]
	DERATES ADEERST DERATE, to lower rated capability of [v]
	DERIDED DDDEEIR DERIDE, to ridicule (to make fun of) [v]
	DERIDER DDEEIRR one that derides (to ridicule (to make fun of)) [n -S]
	DERIDES DDEEIRS DERIDE, to ridicule (to make fun of) [v]
	DERIVED DDEEIRV DERIVE, to obtain or receive from source [v]
	DERIVER DEEIRRV one that derives (to obtain or receive from source) [n -S]
	DERIVES DEEIRSV DERIVE, to obtain or receive from source [v]
	DESALTS ADELSST DESALT, to remove salt from [v]
	DESANDS ADDENSS DESAND, to remove sand from [v]
	DESCALE ACDEELS to remove scales from [v -D, -LING, -S]
	DESCEND CDDEENS to come or go down [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DESCENT CDEENST act of descending (to come or go down) [n -S]
	DESEEDS DDEEESS DESEED, to remove seeds from [v]
	DESERTS DEERSST DESERT, to abandon (to leave or give up completely) [v]
	DESERVE DEEERSV to be entitled to or worthy of [v -D, -VING, -S]
	DESEXED DDEEESX DESEX, to castrate or spay [v]
	DESEXES DEEESSX DESEX, to castrate or spay [v]
	DESIGNS DEGINSS DESIGN, to conceive and plan out [v]
	DESIRED DDEEIRS DESIRE, to wish for [v]
	DESIRER DEEIRRS one that desires (to wish for) [n -S]
	DESIRES DEEIRSS DESIRE, to wish for [v]
	DESISTS DEISSST DESIST, to cease doing something [v]
	DESKILL DEIKLLS to reduce level of skill required [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DESORBS BDEORSS DESORB, to remove by reverse of absorption [v]
	DESPISE DEEIPSS to loathe (to detest greatly) [v -D, -SING, -S]
	DESPITE DEEIPST to treat with contempt [v -D, -TING, -S]
	DESPOIL DEILOPS to plunder (to rob of goods by force) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DESPOND DDENOPS to lose spirit or hope [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DESTAIN ADEINST to remove stain from [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DESTROY DEORSTY to damage beyond repair or renewal [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DESUGAR ADEGRSU to remove sugar from [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DETRACT ACDERTT to take away [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DETRAIN ADEINRT to get off railroad train [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DEVALUE ADEELUV to lessen worth of [v -S, -UING, -S]
	DEVEINS DEEINSV DEVEIN, to remove dorsal vein from [v]
	DEVESTS DEESSTV DEVEST, to divest (to strip or deprive of anything) [v]
	DEVISAL ADEILSV act of devising (to form in mind) [n -S]
	DEVISED DDEEISV DEVISE, to form in mind [v]
	DEVISEE DEEEISV one to whom will is made [n -S]
	DEVISER DEEIRSV one that devises (to form in mind) [n -S]
	DEVISES DEEISSV DEVISE, to form in mind [v]
	DEVISOR DEIORSV one who makes will [n -S]
	DEVOICE CDEEIOV to unvoice (to deprive of voice or vocal quality) [v -D, -CING, -S]
	DEVOLVE DEELOVV to transfer from one person to another [v -D, -VING, -S]
	DEVOTED DDEEOTV DEVOTE, to give oneself wholly to [v]
	DEVOTEE DEEEOTV ardent follower or supporter [n -S]
	DEVOTES DEEOSTV DEVOTE, to give oneself wholly to [v]
	DEVOURS DEORSUV DEVOUR, to eat up voraciously [v]
	DEWATER ADEERTW to remove water from [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DEWAXED ADDEEWX DEWAX, to remove wax from [v]
	DEWAXES ADEESWX DEWAX, to remove wax from [v]
	DEWOOLS DELOOSW DEWOOL, to remove wool from [v]
	DEWORMS DEMORSW DEWORM, to rid of worms [v]
	DEZINCS CDEINSZ DEZINC, to remove zinc from [v]
	8s DE- (from, down, away, to the opposite, reverse, against)

